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I thought I'd make some bloopers of my story.+_+Hope you like them.
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1 - Bloopers

 Bloopers

 By: Rebecca J.fordham

I thought it would be cool to show bloopers of my stories.Enjoy^_^.Me:Ok people lets get this
started.Places people and action!Their walking and walking and Kuwabara trips.Kuwabara:I'm
ok.Kuwabara gets up.Me:Ok people lets take it from the top!Later on.Hiei:she loves me,she loves me
not,she loves.....Yusuke:Hiei stop dropping petal on my head!"Me:Yusuke your not even supposed to be
there yet.Later on.Jennifer and Hiei closed in for the kiss.And Jennifer kissed his
ear.Jennifer:EEEEEEWWWWWW!!!!!Gross!Hiei:wiped of his ear.Kuwabara and Yusuke laughing in the
background.Me:Ok people lets take it from the top!Hiei:But we have been doing this ten times
already!!!Later on.Kurama:There is a village up ahead and I hate this outfit.Jennifer:giggled.Later
on.Hiei:Jennifer Benji will you be my bride.Kuwabara:NOOOOO!!!~laughing~Hiei:Kuwabara you
idot~runs after him with his sword.Me:Hiei stop doing that.Later on.Hiei:~kissed Jennifer on the
cheek~EEEEEWWWW!!!!gross what is that on your cheek?What ever it is it tastes nasty.Later on.Hiei:I
look funny tiny.How did they get pants this side?Jennifer:~kissed his cheek~Who cares you still look
cute.Thanx for reading.+_+Please comment



2 - Bloopez*crash*

Blooperz

 By:punkrocker

More bloopers^_^.Me:Ok people daytwo lets get it right.Hiei:Thanks~walks into the
door~Jennifer:You ok~chuckled~.Later on.Behind the scenes on the Kuwabara cam.Yusuke:Hey
Kurama~saw Kurama kissing Botan~Bleck!!!!Hiei:Jennifer,how much did you put
in?Jennifer:Five cans of hair spary just like you said.Kuwabara:Five cans of hair
spary!?!DANG!!!Hiei:Kuwabara get that camera out of my face!!!~runs after him~Jennifer:That's
Hiei for you cute,always mad,and calm.Kuwabara:Hey Jennifer I see London, I see France, I see
Jennifer's underpants~laughs~Jennifer:KUWABARA!!!!!!!!~everybody runs after
him~Kuwabara:That's all for behind the scenes with Kuwabara.AHHHHH!!!!!!Everybody
else:KUWABARA GET BACK HERE!!!!!!!Back to the bloopers.Hiei and Jennifer:YING YANG
Dragon!!!!!!!!Me:CUT!!!!!!Hiei:WHAT that was perfect!!!?!!?!?!~drops on the floor~Jennifer:Well
that's it for the day.Check out A Yuyu hakusho Christmas.~picks up Hiei~Bye!!!



3 - Bluuperz

 Bluuperz

Me:Ready,set,action!Hiei:*climbs into the force field*I'm stuck!Me:Someone pull him out!Later
on.Jennifer:*hanging on the wall*Hey how much longer do I have to hang
here?Kuwabara:*laughing*Later on.Evil flower shoots up and grabs Yusuke.Yusuke:*hits the
flower*.The flower sparks and breaks.Yusuke:What a piece of junk!*walks of*Me:Someone send a
cleaning crew!Later on.Aku:What kind of outfit is this?!?!?I look like an idoit!Kurama:You picked
them out.I think you were drunk though.*laughing*.And now Mushi and Yoshi behind the
scenes.Mushi:Hello everyone!Kuwabara isn't doing the show today ,because of what happened
last time.Yoshi:Bark!Bark!(translation:I'm the camera dog!)They sneak into Jennifer's dressing
room.Mushi:Lets see.Phone numbers from fans,A picture of her at the party,and lipstick.Nothing
inseresting.Yoshi:Bark!(translation:Try the closet!)Mushi:Yeah,lets check it
out!Later.Mushi:Oh,Jennifer's green contacts!The ones that glow in the dark!*trys them on*Yoshi
turn out the lights!Yoshi:*turns out lights*Jennifer:*walks in*Ahhhhh!!!!*runs*Mushi:That's all for
Mushi and Yoshi behind the scenes.Yoshi:Bark!Bark!Bark!(translation:See you later!)



To be countined....



4 - Blueperz

Blueperz

Me:Since we had the kids on the set.Things have been a little chaotic.*sweat drop*.Later
on.Yusuke2:Hey where do you put all the hidden cameras?Hiei2:Theres hidden cameras.I
wonder?*Starts searching in the bathroom**accidently goes into the girl's room*.Tina:GET OUT HERE
YOU PERVERT!!!!Me:Hey Kuwabara,I think might have gotten some of your genes.Kuwabara:Whats
supposed to mean?!Later on.Yusuke and Kuwabara start looking in the photo album.Jennifer:What are
you guys looking at?*looks down and starts cracking up*Hiei:What is it?*sees a picture of him in a Sailor
Moon costume*Mandy:Dad doesn't look good with pigtails.Hiei:*glares at her*Later on.Lily:Hey
punkrocker,I got a question.Why don't I have a japanese name?Me:Well your name in japanese would
be Zsa-zsa.Lily:I see your point.What's Kevin's,Tom's,Tina's,Mandy's,and
Jenny's.Me:Kebin,Timoshi,Tina,Mandi,and Jeni does that answer your question?Lily:Why is Tina's name
the same.Me:So many questions so little time.Later on.Mandy and Gomen are sitting in a
tree.Gomen:*looks down**wide eyes**grabs onto Mandy*Mandy:What do you think your doing?!Gomen:I
don't want to fall!Me:Gomen,your supposed to fall*sweat drop*.Later on.Kuwabara:Yo whats
up?!Punkrocker finally let me do another behind the scene with Kuwabara.But,today were going to look
back on all the fodige we shot.Mushi:And I'm going to help!Kuwabara:*starts scrolling down on the
computer*Kuwabara:Heh heh,I found Hiei's file!I wonder what punkrocker put in this(Oh
no!+_+)Mushi:You know you don't have to do that comment thing in here right?Me:I know.But,it's
fun.And as for you Kuwabara*glares at him*What are you doing!?Kuwabara:Looking at your Hiei
pics*smirk*Me:Don't you dare!Kuwabara:Oh Hiei,look what I found!Hiei:What is it baka*looks at one of
the pics*Me:*runs for the set*Hiei:PUNKROCKER!!!!!!!!*runs after me*Later on.Yusuke:Hey
Kuwabara,wasn't this part of the show where we showed what happened in between the two
seasons?Kuwabara:Oh yeah,now you guys get to check out all the stuff that happened in our lives
between the seasons!Yusuke:I just said that!+_+Sorry guys,thats for next time.+_+
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